RELIEF!™
JOINT PAIN FORMULA
(Glycerin and Nanodiamond Formula)
What It Is
RELIEF!™ is a treatment for pain and inflammation that is underneath your skin. It has two major functions:
relieve pain and help your body direct healing to the affected area.
RELIEF!™ is a simple formula consisting of (a) glycerin and (b) government certified food grade detonation
synthesis nanodiamonds (DSND). The nanodiamond crystals are 30-50 nanometers (nm) in size which is smaller
than some molecules.
Glycerin is used as a “carrier” for the DSND. It is not active in the pain relief or healing process. However, the
glycerin will make your skin feel softer and look better.
DSND is the active ingredient. The crystals have a very large total surface area which is approximately 350
square meters per gram of nanodiamond. The crystals have an “active surface” which means they are
electrically charged (typically -30 mV to -70 mV). Keep this in mind as you read on.

How it Works
The size of DSND crystals is so small that they quickly penetrate the pores of your skin. By applying RELIEF!™ in
the area of pain or inflammation the DSND quickly reaches the area where your problem is located. NOTE:
problems that are closer to your skin surface are reached more quickly and the time until an initial response to
treatment is shorter.)
The active surface of the DSND does the work in two ways:



Its electrical activity interferes with the natural pain impulses carried by your nervous system
Its electrical activity “amplifies” the effect of the electricity that our body normally generates to direct
healing to an area

There are no systemic effects. The DSND is cleared from your body by macrophages, a natural process. There
are no known side effects. As with anything else, KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN! FLUSH EYES WITH WATER
IF YOU GET RELIEF!™ IN THEM. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE ALLERGIC TO GLYCERIN
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How to Use It
If there is outward evidence of your problem such as swollen knuckles or joints, document that by taking a
photograph so you can see your progress.
Shake the bottle vigorously for 20-30 seconds to keep the DSND in suspension in the glycerin.
Remove the cap and use the roller tip to DAB a very tiny amount near the center of the area you want to treat.
Spread it with your finger tip.
If you are using the 50 ml bottle, when you remove the bottle cap, look inside it. There will be glycerin and
DSND in the cap. This is usually more than enough to treat most conditions unless a large area is involved.
REMEMBER: when using our RELIEF!™ treatment, LESS IS MORE! Using an excessive amount reduces its
effectiveness.
Apply RELIEF!™ twice daily, usually morning and night. If you are treating a joint in your hand or foot, apply it all
the way around the joint.
For many people, pain vanishes quickly. For more severe conditions it will gradually subside. To obtain optimal
results keep using RELIEF!™ after the pain is gone. It is likely that your body has not completely repaired the
damage quite yet. Use it for an additional week (or more) after the pain is completely gone.
Some types of damage take a long time to heal. This is especially true for conditions you have had for a long
time or conditions that affect a larger area such as your knee. SOME CONDITIONS CAN TAKE WEEKS OR
MONTHS BEFORE THEY GO AWAY. Don’t be impatient! You didn’t develop the problem overnight and it won’t
go away overnight either. The good news is there are no known systemic effects or side effects so you aren’t
exposed to the kind of issues you face when taking prescription drugs or NSAIDs.

Where to Use It
USE IT ON ALMOST ANYTHING THAT HURTS YOU!
We have been continually surprised at the range of applications for RELIEF!™. It has already been used for:









Arthritic joints in hands, feet, knees, elbows, shoulder, neck or spine
Rheumatoid arthritis (often requires ongoing use)
Plantar fasciitis (arch of the foot)
Knee pain including inflamed ligaments
Sinus pain (it does not help the sinus, just the pain)
Peripheral Neuropathy (some forms of loss of feeling in the feet)
Jaw pain from TMD (often incorrectly called TMJ)
Soft tissue damage (e.g. whiplash)

Tell Us How You Like RELIEF!™
Tell us about your progress or ask us questions by sending an email to: INFO@NANOMPI.COM.
You can also call us at 248-529-3873. Your satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back when the product is
used as directed.
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